
Elm Park Triples - 5 Player Games - Appendix D 

This rule applies in this triples league if a team can only field two players on any given day.

Option 1.

The match can be re-arranged privately to play on a different day at a different venue, but only if the 
skip of the triples team and the event organiser are agreeable. This match has to be completed before 
the following Tuesday and the result emailed to suphinnakutnok@hotmail.com before 6 p.m. on the 
preceding Monday, so the overall tournament results sheet includes this result when it is posted on the 
Tuesday game day. Noncompliance will result in both teams scoring zero game and tournament points.

Option 2.

Until further notice, the following form of 3 (triple) on 2 (pair) will be used :

The lead of the pair's team bowls four bowls. Everybody else bowls three bowls each.

The lead of the triple's team always bowls their three bowls consecutively.

If the triple's team has the mat, the lead rolls the jack and then their three bowls. After that, the lead of  
the pair's team bowls their first bowl and play continues as normal.

If the pair's team has the mat, the lead rolls the jack and then their first bowl. After that, the lead of the  
triple's team rolls all three of their bowls and then play continues as normal.

At the conclusion of the end, all bowls score as normal. At the end of the match there is no per cent 
deduction of score for the pair's team.

The alternative system of both skips bowling three bowls apiece, the pair's lead bowling four bowls, the  
triple's vice and lead bowling only two bowls each, then deducting 25 per cent of the pairs' score at the  
end of the game isn't fair for both teams in the opinion of league organizers. It is the opinion of the  
league organizers that the triple's vice and lead bowling only two bowls each, do not have a sufficient  
number of bowls to be able to get comfortably settled into the game. Therefore, the non-offending team  
(the team that turned up with the correct number of three players) gets too heavily penalised.


